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Social
Choreography,
or the Social
Tension of
Autonomy
Marko

social and political change may adequately

The purpose
choreography in social dynamics and historical

methodological postulates that Hewitt puts
to discern choreographic mechanisms in the

the second highlighted analytical dimension

as well as that it remains the dominant mode

reducing dance practice to closed semiotic

11

12
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art practices that preceded or accompanied

depending on what political movement they

social that is choreographed? How does one
evaluate such an approach and on what criteria?

Politics of Spectatorship
in which it seeks to intervene and the political

an even more radical phenomenon in that regard
individual artistic projects whose logics dismantle

not the vitalist gesture that Hewitt rightly and

introducing aesthetic criteria into the treatment

1

to that artistic practice and how can we evaluate
and her own critical position in the introductory

analytical approach to a certain social relation

20 th

1
American dance troupe from the 1930s, whom he analyses from

One of Rancière’s key contributions to
contemporary debates around art and politics is

to be “anti-aesthetic” or reject art still function
within the aesthetic regime. The aesthetic
for Rancière therefore signals an ability to think

Social Choreography
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relationship to social change, which is characterised
by the paradox of belief in art’s autonomy and in it
being inextricably bound to the promise of a better

seems particularly pertinent to analysing participatory

the altar of social change, because it always already

Critique of Judgement

must be free in the sense of not being a mercenary
occupation and hence a kind of labor, whose
magnitude can be judged, exacted, or paid for
dissensus

art must also be free in the sense that, though
and aroused (independently of any pay) without
genesis constitutes a dislocated reaction to the

diagnosing political art as such precisely when
successful realisation according to its immanent
criteria would merely represent an aspect of a far
more fundamental defeat. A promise of liberated
and hermetically closed separate sphere would be
of the problematic to which it constitutes a response.
labour on which the project of the constitution of the
autonomy of the aesthetic ultimately rests, is one

it be not limited to the separate sphere of artistic
labour, but be generalised to social labour as a whole.
its hands dirty with concrete social antagonisms
we then evaluate those practices? How to

political projects without artistic dimensions?

subsumption under capital and the emancipation from
the dictates of its reproduction. Regardless of the role

14
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Critique of Judgment

analytical productive concepts such as delegating

reality” with her strong authorial signature and

and that we are all middleclass now and only our

point she has chosen and in certain analytical

have witnessed an utter marginalisation and

authors take up issues such as unemployment

concrete solutions? This does not mean to say

surrounding discourse would certainly not
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Choreographies
of Resistance
Aldo
the market and then turned them into its own

“choreography” and “resistance” are terms

th
th

1

l’art pour l’art

century and the

th

as well as his striving

when we are under the impression that the

2

The Autonomy of Art and the
Reality of Ideology
In order to think

th

Contribution
to the Critique of Political Economy

th

its purposes are not immediate social givens

The Communist Manifesto

2
1
politics, culture, science…) became obsolete a long time ago and
the relationship
aesthetics” and set in opposition to the category of “the political”

aesthetics accepts the assumption that

15
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As the bourgeoisie sought ideological and political
liberty from the tutelage of absolutist states in the
eighteenth century, art was guaranteed a degree
of freedom at the cost of its disempowerment as a

The “Autonomous Body” as an
Ideological Assumption of Modern
th
Dance

in art because it was agreed that art was without
th

dance are likewise not immune to their own
tolerated its own ideals and taken them
Körperkultur
4

Ballet was using

et al.
dance advocated a return to the “natural”

5

as an ideological

Ausdruckstanz
An entire tradition of modern dance thinking
about the body – from François Delsarte through
at least as far as Martha Graham – shares the
belief that the body cannot lie. Such a belief is
the embodiment of a critique of ideology but its
plausibly cease to be a literary text or become one in relations

recognise it

4 The expression of the modern school of ballet, wherein each

disentangle it from the social milieu it “critiques”

3

3
well, where it is no longer entirely clear whether the text has

5
concept of the “autonomous body” in
–

th

-century
(The

under the skirts, under the tricots are dancing deformed muscles.
A literary text is a text that is recognised exactly for as long
A deformed skeleton is dancing before you. (Duncan 1992, 124)

by poets, philosophers, and dancers, concerns the expressive
autonomy or kinetic autonomy of the body” (Kunst 1999, 172).

Social Choreography
The TkH editorial board had written to the organisation
that owns the rights to Robert Capa’s works, to ask for their
permission to reproduce Capa’s photograph of the “fallen soldier”
free of charge. The organisation did not accept our explanation

TkH 21
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photographers sometimes photographed staged

that our intention to publish the photograph was guided not
show our readers the photograph discussed by our contributor
(besides, the TkH journal itself promotes free and open access to
information and knowledge), we cannot publish the photograph,
but only a few witty examples of paraphrasing his “fallen

6

become a commonplace in the history of photographic art and
to remember the Capa photograph analysed in our contributor’s
published all other key photographs in the article (for all of which
institutions to reproduce them without any compensation)
except this one, as well as to use this opportunity to highlight the
ruthlessness and utter social insensibility of organisations that

Regarding the Pain of Others

making money.

Wartime Photography: A Document
or a Piece of Choreography for the
Camera?

A painting or drawing is judged a fake when
it turns out not to be by the artist to whom
it had been attributed. A photograph – or a
internet – is judged a fake when it turns out

these are important questions in any discussion

is crucial in documentary photography and
thus a hypothetical revelation that the scene

7

in documenting history is not disputed and
in that sense we may agree with Sontag that
photographed scene a documentary testimony

photograph in history that was taken right at

8

6
th
century, were produced with
exposure times as long as 15 seconds. To enable Fenton to
photograph them at all, in technical terms, the soldiers in his
photographs had to pose, arranged in, so to speak, tableaux
vivants –

Partisan Choreography

light, portable cameras that could be used without stands or

Vu
Life

In

accommodate as many as 36 shots, before easily replacing

photograph of the falling soldier to be made at all.
7 “The point of ‘The Death of a Republican Soldier’ is that it is

8
demonstrated as staged, such as the famous photograph of the

debates that started in the 1970s and are still on, concerning
La sombra del iceberg, 2007).

Capa’s brother Cornell.

since it emerged, the photograph has undergone a myriad of

featured the scene in their performance Ribcage / Rebro kao
zeleni zidovi

18
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nom
de guerre
9

th

comrade in arms and legendary Slovenian poet
was no imitation in my dancing, which would stem
to take part in a revolution in which she could
10

genuine, fresh dance expression, which stems from

dancing on the boards of a theatre stage, suddenly,

12

th

Brigade

boundless natural space enables and demands much
20 th
which in its own peculiar way took hold even in
big, clear, broad. [...] Standing, by myself, before

whilst treading the hard earth. My arms could feel the
9
comprised inmates from the fascist concentration camp on that

11

Times that give rise to mass resistance

assigned to a number of other Partisan units.
10 Of course, this is a reference to a well known line by that
12 A mimetic aesthetic ideology would be one in which the

propaganda slogan, printed on t-shirts) by an American anarchist
11 A contemporary report on the solemn pledge of allegiance

in the mere “symbol” of a social utopia distracts us from the
political praxis necessary to bring that utopian condition about in

from her autobiography, Living My Life
hand by Alix Kates Shulman some 20 years ago in “Dances with
meanwhile, is one in which art does not simply misrepresent, in a

(e.g. she took care of their correspondence in English and edited
the English edition of the anarcho-syndicalist newsletter).

now becomes the realm in which new social orders are produced
(rather than represented) and in which the integration of all social

Social Choreography
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iz(g)
raditi
13

glorify any sort of politics, party, platform.
Proletkult
teatro de

the life of the city and its citizens, for the
urgencia

The Subversive Re-appropriation
Method in Choreographies of
Resistance

erstwhile separate and “autonomised” spheres

Izbris was structured

organic way and then we may no longer denote

describe

actio

pronuntiatio
corpography produces
izbris” lies

13

of their legal, political, and social rights – Translator’s note.
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and early 21st
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The “Black Wave”
in the Yugoslav
Slet: The 1987
and 1988 Day of
Youth
Slets were a

Ana

slet and
slets were staged on
th

slet was
Sokol

to interpellate them as those who would
eventually take over and continue down the

sokolane

Sokol slets in relation
slets is their mass

1

and physically and spiritually cultivated and
Sokol
slet

2

This direct

Sokol
slets

Slet

3

th

Sokol
and early 20 th

the Sokol
Youth slet
Turnverein

In addition to
th

1

3 The question of how and why that was possible opens the

2
Tito’s death, under the motto of I posle Tita – Tito
Tito – Tito).

phenomenon, to its aesthetic continuum in context. On the (dis)
continuity between Sokol and socialist slets

TkH 21
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physically and spiritually cultivated and strong

a particular slet

slets and

slet en
général

Turnverein were
ideologically close to the Sokols

also worth mentioning that the same worldview

Youth slets

is how

slet
slets

6

slet leaves
Sokol slets 4
th

contrast to the Sokol and Turnverein
slets
the slet paradigmatically demonstrates the
slet as a collectivist and
Sokol slets
In the early 20 th
slet had another two ideologically opposed

that seeks monolithic social support – the
–
practices serving to internalise and socially

en général
slet

slets
5

slet
4

slets

system of communist upbringing of young people, aimed at

slet as social choreography
did not show the Yugoslav society as it was

slet

of communist society. […] Today, physical culture also has direct

in his novel What Is to Be Done?
O’Mahony 2006, 15).
5
slet from an
ideological playground into a battleground of opposing ideologies.
(see O’Mahony 2006, 30–37)

6 My sources comprised integral footage from the Programme

Slet

Social Choreography
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slet

Day of Youth slet

slet

tableau vivant

slets

Glumište

procedure with which the slet generated meaning

Gorani 8

slets
unity in multiethnic Yugoslavia and the legacy
slets on
slet are a developed order
tableau vivant is
Arirang
the tableaux vivants

7

7
epaulets, actual signature, the key years of his life, etc.

slets
8 Members of an eponymous youth organisation dedicated to

24
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slet

The Third Reich

Day of Youth slet

Day of Youth slet

scandal just a hysterical reaction on the part

there were also populist songs to remind the

slet
11

already in the tableaux
9

slet

The title was
Upalite svetlo

10

slets
slet
the preceding years and there was an agreement

slets
social choreography collapsed and disappeared

sapienti sat

–

9
position that an epoch occupies in the historical process can be
determined more strikingly from an analysis of its inconspicuous

to the fundamental substance of the state of things” (Kracauer
1995, 75).

titovka

10 See an earlier and rudimentary analysis of this slet
–70.

11
replaced by a new generation of young writers with modern

former script writer asserts that the show had its producers,

Slet

Social Choreography
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tableaux

slet
sic!
tableaux vivants

Parada

slet
slet

slets

slet was also aided

Triumph
of the Will
tableaux

are they dancing to their own nationally
recognisable melodies, and not together?
slet
This dance is a warning about the current situation.
The sophisticated distribution of the bodies
at a stadium literally turned human beings into
symbols and letters creating [a] spectacular mass
body language. This language had its grammar, its
technique, how to create in Foucault terms “precisely
legible and docile” bodies. First, such technique
they counting? They’re counting what remains

then recomposed according to the mathematical
and geometrical considerations. [...] The organizers
of mass gymnastic displays created a special
grids [sic], “tableau [sic
sic]

aphorisms also insist on the economic and

because it won’t do like this anymore”.
of abstract axes x and y. A gymnast standing on
his mark at the stadium was no longer part of the
natural community, but became an analytical unit,
which could be directed, controlled and analyzed
from one center. (Orsolya and Roubal 2001)

emerges as a chaotic Diderotesque

slet

costumed in line with their respective time

slet

12

12

narodi i narodnosti. According to its

comprised six constituent nations (narodi) – the Serbs, Croats,
their own constituent republic (federal unit) – and a number of
nationalities (narodnosti
republics – Translator’s note.

slet and similar
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generally pointed out in this regard is that it is

slet

slet

Day of Youth slet

slet
legitimises its utterance as an authentic
slet

slet
slet
slet
Uro boros
slet

th

slet

Day of Youth slet

when the two commentators take over the “tra

as a play within a play makes havoc in the
slet

this play within a play treats the slet

slet

showing that the slet

Slet

13

Social Choreography
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she completely

slet

slets

each time they create mass gymnastics, the

Day of Youth slet

props and equipment, instead of gymnastic hand

slet renounced
contemporaneity and its aesthetic primarily

slet
the people qua

slets
spectacle with a strong insistence on the
slet ideology
slet

beginning to resemble art performances. From now
on, gymnastic hand props and equipment must
be designed and used for gymnastic formations.
[...] To all intents and purposes, backdrops and
music are needed to add relief to the performances
of the gymnasts. Subordinating music to the
of mass gymnastic performances becoming like a

l’art pour l’art
opened

in lieu

is used as gymnastic music, the mass gymnastic
performance may become an art performance.
This is not good. [...] The major shortcoming of
this work [Prosperous Juche Korea] is that it

slet
Yugoslav slet
slet
thesis regarding the social choreography

slet merely

Prosperous Juche Korea, a

this emancipation is considered inherently

links it with capitalist rather than democratic
Our mass gymnastics are a mixed form of
13
she was accompanied by another 9,000 youths. She told me that

high ideological content, artistic qualities and
the theme of a mass gymnastic piece enhances its
ideological and artistic qualities and its educational

(20 October 2013).

to ideology (imputed to non-democratic regimes),
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slets
ownership, as its ideological foundation. The latter
was adopted from the socialist-communist ideological

slet revealed that identity as

public ownership. […] Therefore, what we encounter
in capitalist societies is a history of contemporary
dance as a high art practice of [the] emancipation

the other hand, in socialist countries such practice

cultural practices of rallies, parades, amateur
or folk dances etc. […] Metaphorically speaking,
an ideal image of an independent, well-educated
and accomplished self-entrepreneur, while anEastern-mass-of-(semi-)-amateur-performers is a
this new identity would mark the social reality
structure that belongs to all of them (in fact, to
Works Cited:
Ana. Public Sphere by
Performance,
Grigorov,
štafeti ili Štafeti mladosti”.

slet

1–3,

Teatron
Kim,

pdf (15 October 2013)
Kracauer, Siegfried. Mass Ornament

O’Mahony, Mike. Sport in the USSR: Physical Culture – Visual
Culture
Orsolya, Danó and Roubal, Petr (eds.). Bodies in
Formation: Mass Gymnastics under Communism

(15 October 2013)

in a new social and ideological chapter in the
performing arts scene in Serbia

slet
slet

slets

In addition to adding physical culture to the

Social Choreography
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The Collective
Bodies of
Protest: Social
Choreographies
and the
Materiality of
Social Figurations
Gabriele KLEIn
Abstract

The Aestheticisation of the
Political

th

century and that

30
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The Politicisation of the
Aesthetic
searching
for new perspectives of the political or as

aesthetic and
viewpoint would not generally concentrate
dance studies that participatory art projects

central sociological question regarding the

have developed aesthetic concepts to address

These artistic projects are recreating

But their artistic productions operate in a

addressing everyday politics as incorporated

to solve the

Social Choreography
The term
“social choreography” was used prominently
Hewitt studied the writings
th
to the early 20 th

transformation of labour
social importance of art
modern period derived its social legitimacy
that a choreographic perspective on everyday

experience might be aestheticized (dance
qua
tracing the ways in which “the aesthetic” is, in fact,

Social Choreography

TkH 21

develops a choreographic perspective on social
Aestheticisation in Protest
Cultures
argument presented here is that these new

spaces
appear in the process of aestheticisation itself

and

choreography and understood as a regulated and

Choreography is not necessarily bound to dance,
nor is dance bound to choreography. Choreography is
about organizing bodies in space, or organizing bodies
with other bodies, or a body with other bodies in an
throughout the 20 th

Society of the Spectacle
Social choreographies touch upon the

question is whether and how the new

creatively in a politically volatile situation

31
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et al.
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Dance War
Bojana

Indochina and the communist insurgency in

was assigned to recruit dance in a diplomatic

–
“Dance-war”, an Oxymoron…
not “War-dance”

Hindustani Standard
likewise commented that “in introducing us

–

American Document or
Appalachian Spring

th

century invoke?

which war? In what sense should one consider
those terms and how might they reciprocally

danser sa vie 1
th

élan vital

hours gave whole audience deep emotion” in a
1 Danser sa vie is the title of an exhibition dedicated to 20 th-

Social Choreography
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military routines and courtly dances and levées to
yet another element to the seeming opposition

Situations with history
in 20 th
th

peace radicalises and militarises harmony and

en masse suggests totalitarian Gleichschaltung

ballet de cour

Concord’s true picture shineth in this art
question the determining structural instance
Yet all as one in measure do agree,
All turn together, all together trace
And all together honour and embrace.

as it stimulates and regulates emotion and

situation
harmony and grace mutated into a harmonious
situation
in lieu
By taking “situation” here as the central
2

messages to bricklane
(parade ground)

social conduct than an English dance, composed of

or a milieu
intersecting in the most chaotic fashion, changing

agencement
relations with other networks and milieus outside

it is all so skillfully, and yet so artlessly, integrated
into a form, that each seems only to be following his

milieu
milieu

symbol of the assertion of one’s own freedom and

2
bonding. Fear of punishment, though real enough in Old Regime

among well-drilled troops. (McNeill 1995, 132)

that orients the researcher in the present
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and values that relate to a given political reality

as a situation with a milieu

unconscious
“… in a non-wimpy way”
Danse Guerre, exhibition held at Musée de la
danse, Rennes, France

position these dance practices in relation to

political unconscious

how they relate materially in particular
and war
recoupement
re-agencé

major
minor

historical narratives that will demonstrate what
in lieu
inaccessible to us except in textual form,
and [...] our approach to it and to the Real
itself necessarily passes through its prior
dance and choreography must in turn allow war

The Milieu of an Exhibition qua
Research

political unconscious.
also known as the Musée de la danse

milieu

architecture and other disciplines in his study

Social Choreography
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Thematising war in the representative
manner potentially entertains a political and

Alexandre le Grand

participating in the retour à l’ordre that sought
l’art en guerre

7
th

From Danse Guerre, exhibition held at Musée de la danse,
Rennes, September
Watch Out For Gorillas In Your
Midst!,

– the
We Play a Representation
of War5

étoiles soloists,
sujets corps de ballet
March of the Trojans

the neoclassical retour à l’ordre
3

Grand

4

is

and classical dance has thematised war in a
à la

as a choreographic agencement

technologies in a milieu

Ballet de la prospérité des Armes
6
de France,
using classical and medieval myths and legends
Jeanne d’Arc choreographed
Tancrède
The third and last area associated with the

Ausdruckstanz

Agon

5
–1566), written in 1527.

3 Watch out for gorillas in your midst ! (Faites attention aux
gorilles parmi vous !)

6

4 Corps formés
Noé Soulier.

la cour et quelques danseurs professionels.”

7

a 1926 ballet by the
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choreographers and pedagogues who remained

1961–73

Work
WAR was

piece for 31 people […] an ass-backwards war,
Metropolis

opting for capture and death. Physical metaphors
The Green Table

WAR
also invited to protest against censorship
WAR,
choreography treats war and relates to concrete

the People’s Flag Show
Trio A in the

Work 1961–73 that she had
Vom Tauwind und der Neuen Freude
–

WAR
Yvonne Rainer’s WAR and Judson Flag Show
WAR

show is that thematising war in dances that

which might impede a more sophisticated

quest there is revealed in the indeterminate

think she said she was going to use language
WAR
be a scout or a spy, or go to the others… You could
be captured. There were a lot of contingencies
based on a big list of possibilities. (Rainer)
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WAR
suggest that she counted on a political impact

in WAR

were just doing what we were asked to do, just like

on me, this juxtaposition of these young people –

The only element that provided a provocative

grass mat and an overcoat to put under the
***
WAR provides an occasion to

8

In the

8
decided to speak in public about atrocities committed by the
a performance of his to a screening of Winter Soldier, a 1971
publicity to what wasn’t getting enough attention in cinema. The
resulting performance was called Collaboration with Wintersoldier
(1971).
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WAR)
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WAR in Y. Rainer, Work
1961 1973, 1974)
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advocates still conveys its original motives as

with Wintersoldier

Collaboration
Air

operation lies in the resulting imagery as a
WAR
in relation to war and engagement in physical

represents
WAR

–
th

Kriegsspiel
Magnesium

9

jeu de la guerre
chess in its attempt to rehearse “the dialectics
–

with the emphasis on contact outweighing the
The CI community gathers around a holistic

gaming
…in a nonTo Study Fighting Is Something We
Can’t Be Afraid to Do
The emergence

wimpy way
In stark contrast to many dance idioms

9 Kriegsspiel
Prussian Army.
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later realised that his interest in aikido had to

before the end of the fall, there was darkness. And
suddenly not have
art be the reason you were moving the way you
were, but you were moving the way you were for
survival [emphasis mine]… You were responding

martial arts and with challenges to their perceptions
and their orientation and their actual strength,
and all of that, the point of it was that they aren’t

roll was another roll, and at the end of that, another.
terms of, you know, Newtonian physics, there
absent is psychology, emotions, intellect – lots
where to go. (Stark Smith and Nelson 1997, 50)

all meaning and content to categories that are

which gave him “the idea that you could

is not a means to kill and destroy others. Those who
seek to compete and better one another are making
a terrible mistake. To smash, injure, or destroy is

Magnesium

social sense but in the animal sense in this kind
of dancing, that they should not smile, should not
make eye contact, should not talk, that they should

messages to bricklane (parade ground), a
Danse Guerre, exhibition held at Musée de la danse,

masses and bones . . . touching the other bundle
and letting that be the work. (Paxton 2004)

Rennes

10

10

it took centuries for empires to decline, not a generation. Didn’t

Paxton in …in a non-wimpy way)
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immunisation

organism to a condition that simultaneously negates
or reduces its power to expand. (Esposito 2006, 24)

this video we see an audience sitting around the

such a training regimen is the private spineless

– in a

Choreography: An Instrument for
voiding Ideology

messages to bricklane (parade

exercise shapes bodies as well as spirits. and

ground)
by those trainings could distinguish between
which shows a political group undergoing

with other means –

could we explain that the same props can be found
in military training camps, in kindergarten, in health
walks, in dance shows? an exercise cannot be read
but through its consequences. and only this kind
of understanding will allow to grasp that although
they might use similar gestures, robert morris’
bodymotionspacesthings or william forsythe’s fact of
matter
whose publics are distinct. no artistic practices
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Manning,
Totenmal”. Theatre Journal
Mcneill,
Drill in Human History
1995
Paxton,

Keeping Together in Time: Dance and

(February

WAR

2011)
Preston-Dunlop,
Dance
Theatre Journal
Prevots, Naima. Dance for Export: Cultural Diplomacy and the
Cold War
in
Contact Improvisation
Sourcebook Collected Writings and Graphics from Contact
Quarterly Dance Journal 1975–1992
Editions, 1997), pp. 196-197.
Protevi,
Pritchard,

11

is that they

document poétique is

October 2013)
Rainer,

Work 1961–73

Press, 1974
Stark Smith, Nancy and nelson,
Contact
Improvisation Sourcebook: Collected Writings and Graphics from
Contact Quarterly Dance Journal 1975–1992
Contact Editions, 1997)
Stengers,
Practices”. Cultural Studies Review
Toepfer, Karl Eric. Empire of Ecstasy: Nudity and Movement
in German Body Culture, 1910–1935
California Press, 1997
virilio, Paul and Lotringer,
Pure War
Semiotext(e), 1997

Works Cited:
Charmatz,
Danse-guerre
Musée de la dance, 2013, pp.1-2
Clastres, Pierre. Archeoogy of Violence
Semiotext(e), 1994
Ana. Public Sphere by
Performance
Davies,
Silver Poets of the Sixteenth Century, New York,
Dutton, 1972, p. 52
Debord, Guy and Becker-ho, Alice. Jeu de la guerre
Champ libre, 1977)
Esposito,
diacritics
Gibson,
Perceiving, Acting, and Knowing: Toward
an Ecological Psychology
hacham,
to the State”. TkH 21
, 2013, pp. ??–??
hewitt, Andrew. Social Choreography: Ideology as Performance
in Dance and Everyday Movement
Press, 2005
hyodo, Roger.
,
Jameson, Fredric. The Political Unconscious: Narrative as a
Socially Symbolic Act
Kew,
Festkultur”. Dance
Research: The Journal of the Society for Dance Research
1999, pp. 73–96
Leibovici, Franck. messages to bricklane IV, installation score,
2013
11 Document poétique
he uses the techniques of an art discipline (music, dance, poetry,
etc.) to analyse a manifold situation and produce it into a poetical
document.
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A Dancing Body
Offers Legitimacy
to the State
Ido Feder & Shir hacham

there was no folk

which happily used dance as a tool in the

1

2

recent history has repeatedly demonstrated that
with timeless and divine legitimacy that would
fabricating

et al

dance to unveil and constitute a legitimate and

1
see Gross 2009.
2
aspx
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with an origin

produce and emphasise various and competing
3

Those

are not regarded as real artistic creations that

language that was well suited to the ongoing

war meant the actual competence to erase the

reveal that the political and ontological issues

the
3

European descent. For further information, see Khazzoom 2003.

Kyr
Photograph by Gadi Dagon.
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as Aliya
distinguished Israeli dance companies such as

over the world to participate in their educational
4

delivers a legitimate position to the national

original.

and artistic development in the company led

Tabula Rasa
Photograph by Gadi Dagon.

criticise the Israeli occupation in an interview
6

5

Batsheva was a repertoire company and had no

facticity of being a body prior to anything else.
and an aspiration to lead the region towards

instilling originality

scholars have shown that this traumatic and
“Israeli dancer” and not just any dancer in

instil the
desired originality

4
company and
journey – accessed in October 2013.
5
reports, commissioned by the Ministry of Culture, contain data

mahol2011.pdf

6
in October 2013.

– accessed
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Hora
Dagon.

being a fact in the world

and construct original choreographies and not

the origin
instils originality into it.
Gaga

Kyr
9
7

These procedures appear in a more methodical
Tabula Rasa,

The New
Gaga

York Times

which culminated in Gaga
Gaga

may seem and the demilitarisation proclaimed

in lieu
Tabula Rasa
Gaga
Gaga has grown
demilitarisation

as well and Gaga classes are now taught on a

this constant erasure provides the state with a
8

7
incorporated into the mythology of the state, as it
8
in October 2013.

9
October 2013.

– accessed in
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Israeli society has undergone an accelerated

Gaga
which the participants are randomly scattered
Gaga
Gaga
Gaga class does not instruct the

not allowed in Gaga classes or the Batsheva

metaphors in many Gaga

an average Batsheva Gaga

Gaga

turned into a small enclave set up to keep the
Gaga

Gaga
in a potential state of self-sensing
Gaga
leaves you pondering whether its purported

Gaga
Hora
Hora

10

That is why Gaga
advertised around the world as selling a more
procreation and pleasure to reside in a single

Gaga

Gaga language and what it
Gaga

11

thinking on Gaga

Gaga most
a Gaga
facticity of the body

Gaga

11
structure of being qua
conception, we see Gaga

10
aspx

Gaga heralds a

event – a
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presencing

calling Gaga

th

Gaga is a

Shapelessness within shapes is supposed to

Gaga is still closely tied to the
Gaga
utopia that has lost its need to make sense and

Gaga nourishes

Gaga

protégée
Gaga

and

12

Gaga
original facticity
Gaga
Gaga
Gaga complies

fact
that closes upon itself

Gaga

Works Cited:
Azoulay, Ariella and Ophir, Adi. The One-state Condition:
Occupation and Democracy in Israel/Palestine
Badiou, Alain. Being and Event,
Gluck, Rina. The Batsheva Dance Company, 1964–1980: A
Personal Story,
Gross,
Legend in the Dunes,
harshav,

Language in Time of Revolution

Khazzoom,
American Sociological Review
Kisselgoff,
The New York Times
(24 October 2013)
Lomsky-Feder,
Social Distribution of Memories”. Ethos
Oz, Almog. The Sabra: The Creation of the New Jew,
Segal,
Weizman, Eyal (eds.). A Civilian Occupation:
The Politics of Israeli Architecture

12 Sharon Eyal was Naharin’s “muse” for many years, as she
made the company’s resident choreographer. Recently, she has

associates herself with Gaga practice, e.g.
– accessed in October 2013.
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Choreography As
An Analytical Tool
For Interpreting
Society In The
Context Of
Theatre
Igor KORUGA

1

In an increasing
COMMUnICATIOn in the Performing
Arts

2

and perceiving choreography as a generic cluster
2
challenged structuring the process of communicating with the
sender – message (containing information)
conveyed through channels of communication – receiver, or, in
author – message conveyed through a dramatic
play / performance – audience

in society today –
1 These range from the idea of disconnecting choreography

communication as straightforward exchange (including works

and spectatorship that are currently articulated
the open work, transformed the representational structure of

proceduralism is happening due to a rupture in the bind between
with an audience demanding answers. Then, the concept

TkH 21
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Communication and “Community”
in Performance

insistence
3

Project
supposed to act from a common communicational
ground, and numerous particular spaces of spectators

low pieces, “Retrospective
Giszelle Nvsbl
This Variation

9x9

5

Tino

familiar with all of them and their actual structure,
Institute
these works have a choreographic outlook on
The second assumption relates to tendencies
to “activate” the spectator and make her

EIOnometry

6

4

Though no procedure could

On Trial Together
The Entropic
By Invitation Only
9x9
EIO

opening the artwork to a plurality

spectators with whom artists communicate in
communitas
a “communicational community” with the

arts practices have demonstrated that it can
–
sic

7

something to
towards communicating with

that might concern the audience and thus
of non-communication was articulated in postmodernism

7
cultural anthropology of the latter half of the 20 th century (more
author who should be mentioned in relation to communitas is

like to reconsider two notions regarding the
African communities, Turner used the term communitas for

master-

transitional period of the reorganisation or collapse of an existing
communitas appears at moments
of restructuring the familiar social structure of a community,

mind

3 These new tendencies relate to the institutional re-focusing
of communication in the 1990s and 2000s, in works related

4
political principle of the emancipated spectator (Rancière 2009).

5
nine other contemporary dance choreographers, including,

community are based on the principles of togetherness,

Sehgal.
6
role of the spectator, the principles of authorship and modes
of production in dance and choreography, the relation between
the art market and the economy of exchange, the principles
behind the production and distribution of knowledge in dance,

interprets communitas on completely opposite principles,

the contrary, it is an “exposure to what interrupts the closing
continuity of the subject” (Esposito 2010, 7).
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how” solutions that stopped questioning the
10

ChOREOGRAPhY as a Tool for
Interpreting and Breaking Social
norms
society implies viewing choreography as a sort
and the artwork –
That would link choreography to the concept
12

in contemporary society –

8

Procedurality and
Choreography
“communicational community” in theatre is the
choreography to work as an analytical tool in

choreography introduced proceduralisation

an analytical tool to interpret and critique the
9

11

choreographer Christine De Smedt initiated 9x9

procedures in choreography over the past years

8
producer of discrete objects than as a collaborator and producer
of situations
project with

co-producer or participant
9

10 This should be borne in mind especially in light of the
incessant reproduction of manuals, toolboxes, scores, methods,
12
studies, concepts pertaining to such a model show that by
11
neo-liberal society), we acknowledge that the moment we step

notes, “
rather
concepts
because
” Thus, “such a closed
concept of choreography rests on and reduces choreography
to
has
time),” and a hierarchical apparatus of production (choreographer
transferring knowledge to dancers by show-copy model or
material molding).

contemporary models of production in the post-industrialised
era, where “art participates within a network of pre-established
reason’ or a choice between ready-made discourse possibilities”

man as actor (Richard Sennett), technologies of the self (Michel
Foucault), habitus
between doing and performing (Richard Schechner), performing

communities are formed by moral categories rather than political
2012).
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Temporaries.14
artist and spectator might intervene together

and intervene in social and art issues and
and associate only with social practice and social

work conditions on the local and international

argues that the aesthetic carries “the productive
audience in this project rests on switching

Such social change in art relies less on social

The procedure rests on stimulating a collective
the subjects and objects that perform on it, the
arrangement of positions and powers among them,
the distribution of the “sensible”, and the ideological
discourses that shape a common, symbolic and
sensorial order of society, which shape [the]

Temporaries project in

individually act and position themselves in
Grounds for Establishing
Communicational Communities by
Means of Choreography
Considering

choreography not only rests on representation
democratic consensus and how to reach it in
15

13

14

and analytical tool in artistic interpretations

www.temporaries.weebly.com
15

13
considers that 9x9 was performed on the international dance
scene for 5–
the contexts in which they were presented.

unknown, unfamiliar, etc.

cum
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***
Considering choreography as an analytical
and discussing at certain times who is entitled to

while the others had to decide who would stay
sic

principle constituting the temporary plurality

– concepts
that are perhaps traditionally more at home
called Tell Us the Future of the Nomad Dance
16

The

event

democracy depends only on the procedurality
–
The conditions that

and togetherness resting on principles other

obstruct the ability of others to make their own

one might consider them with regard to

the world that cannot happen in the theatre”
–
that can happen in the theatre that cannot

17

16

17 For example, one of those ruptures could relate to the

For that purpose, the NDA formed a Nomad Task Group (NTG)

how (through what principles) do we bridge that inequality
in our co-existence in either familiar or unfamiliar, structured
or emerging kinds of communities and communal desicion-

organisation. One third of the participants comprised members

Works Cited:

of former students of the Academy, and the remaining third of

Agamben,

more information, see works by Martha Nussbaum and her theory
of justice.)

Dragana and Tanurovska Kjulavkovski,
The Present [Nomad Dance Academy Publication
2011/2012]
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Bishop,
, 2006 (24 October 2013)
Bishop, Claire.
of Spectatorship
2006,
(4 December 2013)
Sergej Pristaš (eds.), Parallel Slalom: A Lexicon of Non-aligned
Poetics
2013, pp. 236–247

Ana. Public Sphere
by Performance
Deschooling Classroom (o^o), Terms Study Group.

Pristaš (eds.), Parallel Slalom: A Lexicon of Non-aligned Poetics,
pp. 204–214

The Present [Nomad Dance Academy
Publication 2011/2012]
Esposito, Roberto. Communitas: The Origin and Destiny of
Community
Kunst,
(eds.), TkH
Lepecki,

, 2011, pp. 124–130
Dance

Rancière,
The Emancipated Spectator
Verso, 2009
Turner, Victor. From Ritual to Theatre: The Human Seriousness
of Play
Turner, Victor. The Ritual Process: Structure and Antistructure

Ana. Performance and/as (Mis)communicational
Community
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Double
Exposure
Goran Sergej PRISTAš

ichnography

who is holding forth at the moment? And to whom?
And about what?
The Unnameable

“Retrospective”

divisibility of view

divisibility
of performance

The Lost Ones

ichnos

the operation is a time set and has an operative

The Matter of Time at the
vectorial divisibility of the
viewer

In theatre scenography
singular phenomena appearing at singular
Scenography rests on hiding things in principle
the possibility

divisibility of actors

machine whose parts are oriented toward
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case the camera makes aware the optical
the contrary, all are perfectly well adapted to their
end, in so far as all are parts of the articulated whole
designated as the “apparatus” […]. This therefore
presupposes a sort of mechanism in which all the
parts, all the wheels and cogs, work together to

discrete sets that have their own temporal
Articulating choreography as a structural moment

has been extracted, but also establishes a framework

space worked through by a human consciousness

is a double method of cancelling the unconscious in
the supposed detachedness of choreography from
the historical and social reality – but what is brought

1

dance studies have located its ephemerality in

1
the form of order and the form of beings whose
birth is induced by this pile-up, determined as they are by the
structure
and
a complementarity (complétude) of the elements that come
into play in the encounter, their “readiness to collide-interlock”
(accrochabilité), in order that this encounter “take hold”, that is to
say, “take form”, at last give birth to Forms, and new Forms – just
as water “takes hold” when ice is there waiting for it, or milk does
of aleatory materialism
over all formalism. (Althusser 2006, 191–192)

to describe the way somebody walks, but it is
impossible to say anything about that fraction of a
second when a person starts to walk. Photography

of choreography, whereas from choreography as an

of the autonomizing process with respect to the
unconscious, just as psychoanalysis discloses
the instinctual unconscious. […] Photography

daydreams, but which, once enlarged and capable
technology and magic to be entirely a matter
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“Retrospective”
(next page also)

2

peripeteia
anagnorisis

Unterbrechung

Works Cited:
Althusser,
Philosophy of the Encounter: Later Writings,
1978–87
Benjamin,
Trachtenberg (ed.), Classic Essays on Photography

Nachdenken

inter

illudere “Retrospective” is
medium
venire,
qua intervention does not
Haltung

3

In “Retrospective”

Bogost,
Criticism
Cubitt,

Unit Operations: An Approach to Videogame

(17 October 2013)
Marko. “Koreografsko
” (The
Choreographic
), programme notes to
Poluinterpretacije ili kako objasniti suvremeni ples nemrtvom
zecu, a performance by
., Zagreb, 2011
Serres, Michel. Genesis
Press, 1995
Weber, Samuel. Benjamin’s -abilities
Weber, Samuel. Theatricality as Medium

interruptions and mediations is to approach
3
delineates the enabling limits of the theatrical stage as a scene

“Retrospective”

2 For a more thorough discussion of the double-take method,
–312.

around it. Such trembling and tremors summon its audience to
do more than merely hear, its spectators to do more than merely

Einfühlung but of Exponierung,
of exposure to the possibility of separation and detachment.
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Social
Choreography:
Denomination
from Art
Practices*
*

9x9
and Social
Choreography

Do you use the term “social choreography”

Christine De Smedt
The term “social choreography” was

This “social choreography” seeks to create
a social situation onstage in which the

the groups and provokes spontaneous
reactions in a prepared situation that
2

structures developed during 9x9 1
1 9x9 was a choreographic project intitiated by Christine De
performers. The basic concepts of the project were created in

Rotterdam, the Netherlands – 5–12-month-old babies and one

2

amateur photographers.
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9x9

organising themselves in relation to the others in

a line in a certain order relative to the question

9x9
9x9

× Individuals in the room living together

Dancing Together

×
× Individuals in the room sharing

Benjamin Pohlig

×
×
.

9x9 Turnhout

chance such as the ones of a city, to extremely strict
organisations such as the ones of mathematics, pop
or mass culture in the sense of researching what
choreographic strategies these cultural spheres use
and what the globalisation, new media etc. imply for
the change or not of minority choreographies, high art

practice as “social choreography” and not as

invitation to the audience to come together in
undertaken for 9x9 not to create a linear material (a
9x9 was concerned with social
– to create a kind of library where any and all ideas of
9x9
thinking process, what material is, what choreography
means in respect of time, space, interaction and from
what sources we allow to bring it onto the stage. […]
9x9 is presented in a large range of frameworks

Here I understand community in rudimentary

choreographic principles that might produce
social situations where social relationships

in Glasgow and that there are as many ways of being
3

used one participant of each year of birth from 2001
9x9
create and how to identify a dance performance
are questioned simply by its size, and perhaps
as mass and how we can question hierarchies of
the body as singular and in collaboration with other

in society that carry cultural myth and memory.
The youngest participants in the performance
Rotterdam the presenter took an interest in the
in relation to what I understand as “social

mass choreography in all its facets from musical
choreography to parades, from choreographies of
come from, thus presenting a double fold of what it
3 The text was written as part of an application for funds to
continue the project and to produce a book on the process of 9x9.

into the world to interact with it and dare change

Rotterdam, in respect of how to create identity. […]
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Dance Yourself Clean
photograph by Tomas Mutsaers

painting is always constructed in dialogue with
could have made the opposite decision just

practice that will lend a voice to the audience

were willing to participate in the collective

enacted and it seems relevant to listen to

In The Uprising
in choreography and always a choreography
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I call my work “social choreography”

My Private Bio-politics

utilitarian slet4
slet

don’t know who decided that there should be neither
Tiger’s Leap into
the Past

how do we shape
the social body?
Saša

This is one

There were 4,500 boys and 4,500 girls dancing

At the time we were all enthusiasts, we
worked for free because we had it within

then again they would dance, then some girls would
come out of the forest, then someone would bring

our society reach that higher goal.
really huge choreography. Tito’s photo was on the
to us, be it in a factory, in the streets, on a
football stadium, in National Theater.
helping in building the society, we were like artistic
builders. That is how we felt, we considered

who did the choreography had made a mistake, they
5
was created, and
one could feel that something was amiss. So, all the
newspapers spread the news that this was done

of unity and those were really good times.
Getting to modern ballet was the highest
dance might stop merely reproducing and
practice (and this implies contemporary dance as
disengaged from ideology, but a tool for shaping the
base for a social way of thinking about dance, as a
critical-theoretical platform from which we could
and particular purposes of this tool, as well as its
complicity with or resistance toward the dominant

– it could be performed by anyone, anyone who
had the desire to dance, whether in a mass of
dancers, or just in one group, at a stadium or
on a single stage, on a small theater stage, on
5
interpreted as symbolising the

4 A slet was a type of mass parade frequently held in socialist
– Translator’s note.

the Croatian Nazi
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its own possible demonstration or actualization,
and as a part of an open research platform that
includes also talks, methodological games,
My Private
Bio-politics
an individual artistic work into the wider social

choreography” is rooted in an attempt to think

would like to open a gap through which we

choreography to denote a tradition of thinking

of this performance as work-in-progress and
from the later phase as work-in-regress.
rd
phase in
My private bio-politics and
the whole Indigo Dance project not as an art

the aesthetic realm and seeks to instill that

The platform is meant to be an artistic means,
or a methodological tool which we wish to share
with contemporary dance and performance

produced in dance and sought to apply those
forms to the broader social and political sphere.
Accordingly, such social choreographies ascribe
a fundamental role to the aesthetic in its
formulation of the political. (Pristaš 2007, 44–50)

On Trial Together

On Trial Together

where Hewitt says that the aesthetic
of contemporary dance and performance.
So, please consider this performance only as

On Trial Together
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writing does not change whether there is anyone
procedural knowledge of a social choreography
is instrumentalized for another goal or process.

and urgent application of a principle rather than

Works Cited:
Tigrov skok u istoriju
(evakuisana genealogija)
(31
October 2013)

and Philipp Schulte (eds.), Dance, Politics, and Co-immunity:
Current Perspectives on Politics and Communities in the Arts,

[…] Content-wise, the departure point lies with a

performance, 2012,
(31 October 2013)
Public Sphere by
Performance

transform them through the process of playing, at
the same time narrating the stories of a possible
social organisation and relations. Structured in this

Pristaš,
of Thinking the Relationship of Aesthetics to Politics”. Frakcija 42,
year 2007, pp. 44–50
(On the Contemporary Dance Scene in Serbia)”, 2007,

and a choreographic spectacle we create for no one’s
eyes. Those stories and its social choreography are
temporary, changeable, and they largely depend on
us. Thus, On Trial Together becomes a theatrical
choreographic spectacle we create for no one’s

(31 October 2013)

That it do not have only one

Soft
Choreography
Mette InGvARTSEn

In Public Sphere by Performance
written down to the smallest detail without much
[…] it is possible to distinguish three operations in
social choreography by which it can be transformed

regulatory procedures by which social choreography

their activities without necessarily noticing

Social Choreography

In my practice as a choreographer the term
has evolved and enveloped earlier meanings in

An Ecology
of Minds
Michael KLIën
…engaging society
with the sensibility of an artist, a poet, a dancer
and in the process cultivating an ecological,
thereby more sustainable, social fabric…
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Choreography for Blackboards, 2010. Photograph by Christina
Gangos

modus operandi
what social structures are we really rehearsing

Sediments of an Ordinary
Mind

Social choreography
strives to perceive the hidden choreographies
…the empty slate…

realities through collectively transposing
…

an ecology of minds…
knowledge rather than an authoritarian voice with
…emerging social
order… Social choreography provides an ongoing

work as a collective learning environment where
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historical universe and has emerged as an

signals a politics rooted in the unknown rather

Works Cited:
Kliën, Michael. Sediments of an Ordinary Mind, choreography,
2004,
Kliën, Michael. 5 Years – Daghdha Space – Slideshow, 2010,

Social
Choreography:
A Discipline
Evolving toward a
Cultural Practice

Manifesto on Correalism
Having understood the world

Making another World
Experiential Knowledge

Social

Steve vALK
The Ethico-aesthetic
Paradigm

I call semiotic freedom

Signs of
Meaning in the Universe

Social Choreography
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Dittlmann
7 Steps to a Creative City: Workshop for Civic and Cultural
Leaders

Near the end of his last book Chaosmosis (1993),

urgently necessary role that arts and culture
must play is to work toward creating alternative

to life as if it were a work of art?” For Guattari, art

unsighted “seer” who is literally without “ideas”
idea
idein, an

and creation, a constant force of mutation and

nevertheless with prophetic vision.

new paradigm in which art is no longer beholden to

Somatic Writing

Choreography is

the “ethico-aesthetic paradigm”, art should claim

thinks and guides the overly ratiocinative
head to dance.
instructs the head how to gesture again in
This
Dances of Agency

I see my discipline
Social Choreography: Early
history / Origins

to the “vitality” that evolution encodes in the
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Choreography as an Aesthetics of
Change
Taking this awareness as its point

inroads into positing choreography as a discipline

to investigate how choreographic practice may

like White Bouncy Castle and Endless House.
It also altered

Works Cited:
Bishop, Claire.
of Spectatorship
hoffmeyer,

Signs of Meaning in the Universe,

Kiesler Frederick. Inside the Endless House,
Museum of Vienna, 2002
Kliën, Michael and valk,

projects like Schmalclub,
or New Meaningful Public Space, a curated

lead-article-choreography-as-an-aesthetics-of-change (29
Kliën, Michael and valk,
as an Aesthetics of Change,

Cybernetic Epistemology

During

Framemakers: Choreography

Pickering, Andrew. Making Another World,

were developed throughout the surrounding
Acknowledgements:
The Bockenheimer Depot served as a home
cultural developments happening in the creative

such and that the strategies developed there

term “choreography” was transposed to the

feedback in writing this article.
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Of Dance,
Derivatives,
Decolonization,
and Kinesthemes
Randy MARTIn

Social
1

in which value circulates through society share
whose language is poorly articulated and more
dramatis personae
ready to make history once the music stops

one place and emanates outward or proceeds
to lead, rarely give (a person) a dance
to lead (him) in a wearying, perplexing, or
disparate sites that share certain kinesthetic
exertion or worry with no adequate result.

1
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– human
colere

the wild and untamed raw materials –

3

– they can make work
in spare rooms with nothing more than their
variations and how agency is incorporated and
dispersed such that the capacities to direct the
4

– making them the
5

spirited intervention can leave the sense that
may already lie to hand in what otherwise appears

has proven disorienting to thought and made

called dance studies. For a recent instance of the philosophical
turn in European dance studies, see Sabisch 2011. For a recent
3
2

Yet such hard won autonomy has not

2 Of course, this tension between dance’s particularity and
study of dance until dance studies undertook a more philosophical

4

for actors (National Endowment for the Arts 2011).
5
called the “cultural discount” (Ross 2000). For a trenchant critique

Social Choreography
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we might grasp how the imperative to move

lateral connections where disparate practices

dance and that might allow us to see the ways

Toward Conjuncture

Crisis in the

– to cultivate
– in
are priced –

6

rather than inquiring into the ways in which
and how these in turn might circulate in and

7

6

percentages are actually paid when they are

and his peers in the Annales School based upon the work of the

practices is not to assign particular places in
is strangely metaphysical, that is, it is not clear what the cycle
besides the notion that certain phases last for a particular
is otherwise treated metaphorically in large-scale treatments of

7
Marxism and Literature
describes the emergent sensibilities of the working-class in

markets and chances to make money whether
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8

social logic is disclosed through the derivative
a sociality in its own right to a dependency on

the socialities it engenders and moves toward

giving circulation that capital in general and
analytically and politically to think the social

a derivative logic speaks to what is otherwise

to persistent crisis when the movement and

9

economic reasserts epistemological priority even

rhythms that animate seemingly separate
that dance ascends to its own language and

8

et al.
2011..

populare

9 The key texts here are Foucault 1970 and 1972.
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restricted economy allows us to see what has

11

demonstrates the many ways in which

gestures toward the occupation and ruination

and felt, encouraging them to participate

accumulated kinesthetic value that discloses

scenographic closures where dance takes
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